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FORWARDLOOKING

STATEMENTS
This document and the material contained herein are condential and are not to be disclosed to the public. This is for information purposes only and may not be reproduced or distributed to  any other
person or published, in whole or part, for any purpose whatsoever. Certain information contained herein and certain oral statements made are forward-looking and relate to Psyched  Wellness Ltd.’s
(“Psyched”) business strategy, product development, timing of product development, events and courses of action. Statements which are not purely historical are forward-  looking statements and
include any statements regarding beliefs, plans, outlook, expectations or intentions regarding the future including words or phrases such as anticipate, objective, may,  will, might, should, could, can,
intend, expect, believe, estimate, predict, potential, plan, is designed to or similar expressions that suggest future outcomes or the negative thereof or similar variations. Forward-looking statements may
include, among other things, statements about: our expectations regarding our expenses, sales and operations; our future customer concentration; our anticipated cash needs and our estimates
regarding our capital requirements and our need for additional nancing; our ability to anticipate the future needs of our customers; our plans for future products and enhancements of existing
products; our future growth strategy and growth rate; our future intellectual property, research and development, product formulations and  business lines; and our anticipated trends and challenges in
the markets in which we operate. Such statements and information are based on numerous assumptions regarding present and  future business strategies and the environment in which the Company
will operate in the future, including the demand for our products, anticipated costs, and ability to achieve goals.

Although we believe that the assumptions underlying these statements are reasonable, they may prove to be incorrect. Given these risks, uncertainties, and assumptions, you should not place  undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that may cause the actual results to be
materially di�erent from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements, including but not limited to, business, economic and capital market conditions; the ability to manage our
operating expenses, which may adversely a�ect our nancial condition; our ability to remain competitive as other better nanced competitors develop and release competitive  products; regulatory
uncertainties; market conditions and the demand and pricing for our products; security threats, including a loss/theft of proprietary technology; our relationships with  regulatory bodies, our customers,
distributors and business partners; our ability to successfully dene, design and release new products in a timely manner that meet our customers needs; our  ability to attract, retain and motivate
qualied personnel; competition in our industry; our ability to maintain technological leadership; the impact of technology changes on our products and  industry; our failure to develop new and
innovative products; our ability to successfully maintain and enforce our intellectual property rights and defend third-party claims of infringement of  their intellectual property rights; the impact of
intellectual property litigation that could materially and adversely a�ect our business; our ability to manage working capital; and our dependence on key personnel. The Company is an early stage
company with a short operating history; and it may not actually achieve its plans, projections, or expectations. Important factors that could  cause actual results to di�er materially from the Company’s
expectations include, litigation, equipment failures, increase in operating costs, security threats including a loss/theft of intellectual  property, government regulations, loss of key employees and
consultants, additional funding requirements, changes in laws, technology failures, competition, and failure of counter-parties to  perform their contractual obligations. Except as required by law, we
undertake no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future  events or otherwise, after the date on which the statements are made or to
reect the occurrence of unanticipated events. Neither we nor any of our representatives make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, sufciency or completeness of the
information in this presentation. Neither we nor any of our representatives shall have any liability  whatsoever, under contract, tort, trust or otherwise, to you or any person resulting from the use of the
information in this presentation by you or any of your representatives or for omissions from the information in this presentation.

All nancial information included in this document is unaudited. There is a material risk that the audited nancial results will di�er signicantly from the unaudited nancial information  presented
herein. Certain information contained herein is based on, or derived from, information provided by independent third-party sources. The Company believes that such information is accurate and that
the sources from which it has been obtained are reliable. The Company cannot guarantee the accuracy of such information, however, and has not independently veried the assumptions on which such
information is based. The Company does not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information.

Throughout this presentation various logos and trademarks will be used. These trademarks and logos are the property of their respective owners.
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Our Company
A M A N I T A  M U S C A R I A

We are led by a strong team with experts in all key 
streams, from R&D to capital markets to sales, 
marketing, and distribution. Our proprietary extract of 
Muscimol, dubbed AME-1, is already legally approved 
for sale in the US. Amanita Muscaria has never been 
classified as a scheduled drug in North America and is 
considered a “food”. When properly prepared and 
dosed the Amanita Muscaria mushroom has been 
shown to soothe the body, ease physical distress, and 
facilitate restful sleep.

Psyched Wellness is a Canadian-based 
life sciences company focused on the 
research and development of a legal 
psychedelic mushroom: Amanita Muscaria

CSE: PSYC

OTCQB: PSYCF
FRANKFURT: 5U9
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Meet Our
Mushroom

Easily the most recognizable

mushroom in the world. The

red and white “fairytale fungi”

is represented in Alice in

Wonderland, Nordic, Celtic,

Siberian lore, and is the

popular mushroom emoji on

our phones. The Amanita

Muscaria has over 5000 years

of anecdotal healing powers.

It has been used both topically

and internally for its analgesic,

anti-in�ammatory, anxiolytic,

and stimulant

properties among tribal

peoples in Siberia, as well as

in parts of Scandinavia,

Eastern Europe and Russia

History

Amanita Muscaria has

never been classi�ed as a

scheduled drug in North

America and is considered a

“food”. It is principally

regulated under the Federal

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic

Act and Nutrition Labelling

and Education Act (in the

U.S.). As well as the Federal

Drug Act and the Consumer

Packaging and Labelling Act,

in Canada. Our proprietary

extract AME-1 is approved

for sale in the U.S. via GRAS

certi�cation and we will

pursue an NHPN in Canada,

in 2023

Regulatory

Our AME-1 product line

has multiple applications

harnessing this

mushrooms incredible

power to heal. It has

shown to be soothing,

calming, facilitating

rest/recovery, and

demonstrates anti-

in�ammatory properties.

After two years of pre-

work, we are now the �rst

public company able to

launch our own brands

and white-label the extract

to other entities (if we so

choose).

Result
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The First to
Market

“Calm” is the only AME-1 product approved for sale as

a food supplement, in the USA. It is designed to help

you get the rest you need. The over-the-counter sleep

category continues to grow.

We have launched the �rst legal Amanita
Muscaria mushroom product in North
America.

•
•
•
•
•

R e s t  |  R e c o v e r  |  R i s e

W i l d  C r a f t e d
E t h i c a l l y  S o u r c e d
B a c k e d  b y  S c i e n c e
G M P  F a c i l i t i e s  
U n c a p p e d  R e t a i l e r  P o t e n t i a l
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Phase 1 – Priority Segments

Uncapped Retail Universe

With no point-of-sale bottlenecks, our potential

for horizontal outlet growth will allow for year

over year revenue gains as we scale our

organization.

Unlike Psilocybin or Cannabis, our Amanita

Muscaria Tincture with AME-1 will be available for

sale at traditional retailers, without a

prescription. This means Psyched Wellness has

the potential to sell our products to hundreds of

thousands of relevant retail locations.
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Next Up

“Calm” is the �rst of a diverse portfolio of product applications.

Alongside our phenomenal CMO partner we are readying skus in

the capsule, gummy, and tea verticals. Additionally, we are

investigating relevant innovation within the beverage, pain

management, anti-in�ammation, and beauty/cosmetics categories.

First, we establish our routes-to-
market and retailer landscape…then
we expand assortment

•

•

World Class R&D

Historical practices, re�ned by science

Modern solutions
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White Label and Private
Label Opportunities

There’s more! AME-1 bulk wholesale empowers

partner organizations while also building Psyched

revenue + additional awareness of the Amanita

Muscaria mushroom. Psyched Wellness will sell

our proprietary extract to partner organizations

for use in strategic sales verticals.
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Investment Highlights

As the only public company

studying and

commercializing Amanita

Muscaria

First Mover

Natural and Wellness products

+ The Psychedelic sector are

both positioned for organic

growth

Category Growth

As a food supplement via

the GRAS certi�cation in

the USA and Health

Canada (NHPN)

Expedited Path
to Market & Revenue

Psyched Wellness has an

attractive valuation relative

to peers

Valuation

Amanita Muscaria is not a

restricted mushroom in many

countries. International

expansion is being investigated

Global Market
Opportunity

Management is supported by a

top-tier board and advisory

board

Team
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Q1 2022 Q2 2022 Q3 2022

in the USA

• Pre-Launch the second product –
Psyched Wellness’ Sleep Aid Capsules
w AME-1

• Engage with distributors around the

world to create international
supply
agreements

Q3 2022

Achievements & Next Steps

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Launch a new website (desktop

and mobile)

Submit a GRAS application for the

AME-1 in the USA

Commence an alcohol interaction

study with the AME-1

Con�rm �rst major retailer listings

for 2022

Introducing the AME-1 to opinion

leaders and key decision makers

Sign with a 3PL (3rd party logistics)

partner

Begin pre-sales for the rst product -

AME1 tincture and merchandise

•

•

•

•

•

•

GRAS approval for the USA

Host a digital summit to introduce

the world to Psyched-Wellness’s

product(s)

Start distribution of the Company’s

�rst product - AME-1 tincture - in the

USA

Distribute questionnaire to

customers as part of the sleep study

Finalize formulation for the

Company’s second product - AME-1

capsules

Host and sponsor Amanita Muscaria

content around the world

•

•

•

•

•

Commence R&D on Psyched

Wellness’ sleep aid tea - AME-1 &

capsules

Pre-Launch the second product –

Psyched Wellness’ Sleep Aid

Capsules with  AME-1

Engage with distributors around the

world to create international supply

agreements

Scale state of the art GMP facility

production partners

Transition to full-scale commercial

production

Q4 2022

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Submit the application for the AME-

1 as a NHP to Health Canada

Complete R&D on Psyched

Wellness’s sleep aid tea - AME-1

Launch sleep aid Capsules with AME-

1

Create strategic JV’s with food,

beverages, medical and

pharmaceutical companies to use

the AME-1 in their products

Penetrate global markets

Announce USA distribution and

retailer agreements

Launch 360 Psyched Wellness

marketing stack and infuencer

program

Ful�llment centres set up and fully

functional with next day delivery

across the USA

10
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Psyched Wellness will nalize its R&D process and will start sales of its rst

agship Amanita Muscaria tincture in the USA via a GRAS certi�cation and will

apply to sell in Canada as a Natural Health  Product (NHP).

This will be the rst psychedelic food supplement that is to be sold without any

prescription.

The company, and its respected scientic advisory board, believes that the

active compound muscimol and our unique extraction process, AME- 1 has

great potential in helping people su�ering from depression,  anxiety,

addictions and more

We want to sell our products on Amazon and Walmart because they are the

two largest online marketplaces in the world.

Three distributors have been signed on so far, with coverage across the USA.

Led by Prof. David Nutt, the team has commenced R&D to further explore 

these opportunities with the goal of positioning Psyched as a major  player in

the Pharmaceutical industry.

Achievements
& Next Steps
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Leadership Team

Je�rey Stevens, CEO

Mr. Stevens has 20+ years of 

capital markets experience

and has been an ofcer and

director with several public

companies. He has taken

three companies public via

reverse takeover, built

teams and structured

multiple M&A transactions

while building  successful

businesses

David Shisel, COO

Mr. Shisel is an

entrepreneur specializing in

the medical  cannabis

industry in Israel  and

Europe since 2017. He’s held

senior positions with

multiple companies in

regulated industries with a

focus on R&D and product

formulation.

Keith Li, CFO

Mr. Li is a CPA, CA with 10+

years experience in nancial

reporting. Mr. Li holds Chief

Financial Ofcer positions with 

several public companies

including Quinsam Capital

LTD., Harborside Inc. and

Pharmadrug Inc.

Matthew Singh, CCO

Mr. Singh is a seasoned Consumer

Packaged Goods (CPG) executive  with

20+ years specializing in Pharma and

Beverage. He has held senior

positions at Red Bull, Vital

Pharmaceuticals, and Coca Cola.With 

particular focus on business

development and expanding into

international markets, Mr. Singh has

assisted multiple  start-ups

commercializing their  products,

scaling their brands and  securing

protability.
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Board of Directors

Michael Nederhoff, Chairman 
Currently acts as President of JUUL Labs in  
Canada overseeing Canadian operations  

including product launches,  organizational 
structure and P&L  responsibility.

Previously served as GM for CytoSport, Inc.  
overseeing the Canadian launch of Muscle  
Milk and was one of the rst 10 employees  
at Red Bull Canada where he held senior  

sales roles for 8+ years.

Terry Booth
Global cannabis industry pioneer and  

founder of Aurora Cannabis (TSX-ACB). 
An entrepreneur and business leader,  

Terry has served as President/CEO of 6  
other highly successful businesses,  

including several of Canada’s top 50  
fastest-growing companies.

David Nutt
David Nutt is a psychiatrist and the Edmond J.  

Safra Professor of Neuropsychopharmacology in  
the Division of Brain Science, Imperial College  
London. He was previously President of the,  

European Brain Council, British Association of  
Psychopharmacology, British Neuroscience  

Association and European College of  
Neuropsychopharmacology.

 
Professor Nutt currently sits as the Chair of the  

Scienti�c Advisory Board for COMPASS  Pathways 
and Chair of the Scienti�c Advisory  Board for 

AWAKN Life Sciences. He is also a  member of the 
Medical Advisory Board of Opiant  and sits on the 

board of Lundbeck Institute  Campus.
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Board of Directors

Amanda Galbraith

Amanda Galbraith is one of Canada’s foremost crisis
communications and public a�airs experts. Ms.

Galbraith is currently a Principal at Navigator, Canada’s
leading  high stakes public a�airs rm, where she

provides  strategic counsel to private, public, and not
for prot  organizations, including those in the health,
pharmaceutical, retail, nance and technology sectors.

Over the past twenty years, Ms. Galbraith has held
senior communications roles with the Prime Minister
of Canada and Mayor of Toronto and has also worked

as a  journalist. A regular media contributor, Ms.
Galbraith is also the host of Free For All Friday, a

weekly national  radio show in the iHeartRadio talk
network.

Nick Kadysh
Head of Corporate A�airs at JUUL Labs Canada.

Formerly served as Government A�airs &
Public Leader at GE Healthcare and Director of

Public  A�airs for Red Bull Canada.

Following a career as a political  advisor, Nick
specializes in managing regulatory risk for
companies in the food and drug industry.

Janeen Stodulski

MA graduate of Brock University, Janeen received her CPA 
designation in 1999 and her MBA from Queen's University

in 2002, In-Depth taxation with CPA Canada, 2018.
She has more than 30 years of diverse tax, nancial, and

business consulting experience that she brings to the
table. Her various accounting and technology background 

allows her to provide outside-the-box strategies and
solutions for clients. With love for technology, she focuses

on end-to-end solutions for clients encompassing cloud
technology and solutions fr all aspects of your business.

She can help provide technology solutions or o�er end-to-
end  outsourcing for some or all your accounting needs.

.
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Advisory Board

Dawn DeCunha

Dr. Dawn DeCunha is a clinical psychologist, with an

active practice in Toronto, Canada. She is a  graduate of

the prestigious post-graduate program in Psychedelic

Research and Therapy, at the  California Institute of

Integral Studies.

Her training in psychedelic research and therapy is 

recognized by Health Canada, the FDA as well as  the

European Medicines Agency as highly  specialized

training in novel pharmaceutical  treatment protocols

for Phase 11b clinical trials with scheduled drugs. Dr.

DeCunha is currently the Lead Therapist for Phase 2

clinical trials investigating  Treatment Resistant

Depression and Psilocybin at  CAMH in Toronto.

Dr. Andrew Kohler

Dr. Kohler is the founder and owner of Callingwood 

Crossing Medical Center, which he has built over

the years through a series of acquisitions. He is

actively involved raising money for Edmonton  based

health and education initiatives and also  works part

time teaching medical students as a  Clinical

Professor of Medicine from the University  of Alberta

School of Medicine and Dentistry.

Mr. Kohler participated in various pharmaceutical 

trials and studies. Mr. Kohler is an associate clinical 

professor of medicine at the University of Alberta.

Brian Tancowny

Mr. Brian Tancowny has over 25 years of experience

in  Research and Development with government,

academic, and private sector partners. He has built

and managed diverse research portfolios in animal

and  human health supplements, personal care

products,  and medical therapeutics.

He has led diverse research teams in creating new

and innovative research projects that have bridged

private  and government collaborators with a

particular focus  on end-stage development and

product marketing.
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Capital Structure
Common Shares 130,589,695

Warrants 24,806,365

Options 12,875,000

Fully Diluted Issued and Outstanding 177,571,060

CSE: PSYC
OTCQB: PSYCF
FRANKFURT: 5U9
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Contact

77 King St West

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

M5K 1G8

Address

CEO & Director

jstevens@psyched-wellness.com

1(647)400-8494

Je� Stevens

mailto:jstevens@psyched-wellness.com
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